
Livsol Tubular Batteries are manufactured with Heat Sealed Polypropylene Co
Polymer Mono-block casing material. Tubular positive plates are made of highly
corrosion-resistant special lead alloy and Pasted Negative Plates with high
discharge performance to ensure cycling capabilities and also reduce topping-up
frequency. Individual cells are fitted with Micro Porous aqua-trap ceramic vent
plugs with sealed float, which prevent acid mist coming out from the cells to make
it convenient for living room ambiance.
Made with Hi-Power Selenium technology which makes it almost self-sustainable
battery (Low maintenance) and more durable (Low self-discharge current). Livsol
batteries are solar panel compatible. It protects you from the suffering of buying a
new battery whenever you wish to switch to solar.

LEAD ACID TUBULAR SOLAR BATTERIES



3 Consecutive hourly reading of specific gravity and voltage become constant
Top of charge voltage will be around 16.2V - 16.5V 
All cells should be gas freely
Minimum Ah has been given
Specific gravity at fully charged condition 1.240 +/- 0.005 at 27°C
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Condition of Fully Charged Battery

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Less self discharge current
Deep cycle solar compatible battery
Corrosion resistant alloy for spins &
grids
High Porosity Envelope Separators
Pasted Negative Plates
Tubular Positive Plates
Acid Resistant Polyester Gauntlets
Eco friendly aqua tap vent plugs to
trap electrolyte loss

Long design life 
Very low maintenance
Works well in extreme weather
conditions 
Rugged performance
Long shelf life when left
unattended for longer time
Suitable for frequent power cuts
Quick Charge Acceptance
More efficient and saves money
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Battery Dimensions

INSIDE FEATURES



CHARECTERISTICS CURVES

DOD vs Cycle Life State of Charge

Charge Characterstics Graph Temperature Vs Capacity

BATTERY PARTS



1) Cycle Method: Discharge with 2I¹⁰ for 4 hours (80% DOD), charge with 2I¹⁰ for      
     3.5 hours +I¹⁰ for 0.5 hour +0.25 I¹⁰ for 3.5 hours. This is one cycle.

2) Residue Capacity Determination: The batteries are discharged at 10 hour     
     rate after every 50 cycles to test battery capacity. When residue capacity of 
     10 hour rate capacity is lower than 80%, test is ended. After discharge at 10 
     hour rate are every 50 cycles, the charge method is: charge 80% of 
     discharged capacity with current of 2I¹⁰ + charge 20% with current of I¹⁰ +   
     charge 20% with current of 0.41¹⁰ (i.e. charge 120% of discharged capacity).

3) Temperature: 27 °C 
     Advantage of Upper Constant Current Charge Model Battery; can be
     completely recharged within 8 hours.
     The end charge voltage will be higher than 2.6V pc, which is good for active
     material exchange. 

* Technical Parameters are Subject to Change due to Continuous
improvements and R&D.

Discharge & Charge Scenario (80%DOD)

Recharging through Inverter at constant potential mode of 14.2V with limited
current as specified. After battery potential reaches 14.4V, the battery should
continue in trickle charge mode at constant potential of 13.8V.

NORMAL RECHARGING INSTRUCTION

Statutory Notice
All batteries contain lead, which is harmful for humans and environment. As per
statutory requirements, the used battery must be returned to the authorized
dealer, manufacturer or at designated collection centers.

 www.livsol.in


